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ABSTRACT
Bordering methods for the construction of preconditioning matrices arc considered. First a study of the iterative solution of systems of linear algebraic
equations with nearly singular matrices is undertaken. It is shown that it
can be efficient first to make the systems exactly singular using a bordering
technique and then solve them by a conjugate gradient type method. The
latter is advisable since the conjugate gradient can perform well both on
singular matrices as on nonsingu lar matrices. Some a priori estimates for
the rate of convergence of the conjugate gradient arc also discussed in the
paper. Finally it is shown that the bordering technique point of view, applied for finite clement matrices on hierarchical basis function form, give the
naturally scaled version of the BPX prcconditioner.
Keywords: Singular and nearly singular systems, conjugate gradient, bordering method, rate of convergence, BPX preconditioning.

1. Introduction
Consider the problem of solving the system

(I.I)

Ax = b
where A(n x n) is symmetric positive definite (s.p.d.). Let

{A;, v<•l}, i

= 1, 2, · · ·, n

be its eigensolutions and )q :'.S: A2 :'.S: • • • :'.S: An-
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If the vector
found to be

x

= E~ 1 x;v(i)

is the solution of (1.1), its components arc

b1'v(il
x ; = ~ , i=l,2 ,···, n.

(1.2)

1f A is nearly singular then there arc eigenvalues of A which arc close
to zero. For simplicity let just >. 1 be such an eigenvalue. Clearly, because
of the relations ( 1.2), in general the component x 1 will dominate the rest of
the components Xj, j = 2, · · ·, n. The latter means that when using some
iterative method such as the Conjugate Gradient (CG) method to solve (Ll)
and starting with an arbitrary initial guess, the corresponding component of
the error vector will also be large during the iterations and all the components
of the solution would be approximated poorly. The above effect is illustrated
in Figure 8, wh ere t he computed iterative solution <luring the CG iterations
is shown.
1f the cigcnpair {>. 1 , vP l} or a sufficiently accurate approximation to it
is known, the components x 1 and {xi, j = 2, · • ·, n} can be computed separately - x 1 directly from the formula ( 1.2) and the rest , for instance by CG
iterations choosing an initial vector, orthogonal to vPl.
Most likely, in practice we do not have the spectrum avai lable and it is
a computationally expensive task to find it. Then a possible approach to
deal with nearly singular systems is to make them exactly singular using a
bordering technique and then apply CG to the resulting augmented system,
which can have a much smaller effective condition number.
Similarly, it can be shown that the finite clement matrix on hierarchical basis function form cau be dcri ve<l using bordering methods and that
this version gives naturally the correctly scaled version of the UPX class of
prcconditioncrs.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains
why the CG method can be used for solving singular systems. The bordering
method and its effect on the spectrum of the system is described in Section
3. In Section 1 some a priori estimates of the rate of convergence of CG arc
found. Some numerical tests of the bordering method arc given in illustrative
S1x;tio11 5. The application of the bordering method for finite clement systems
is pn.'Scntcd in S1x;tio11 6. The conclusions are found in the final section .

2. The Conjugate Gradient method for singular systems
In the following 'R.(A) and N(A) will denote the range and the null space of
A respectively. Part of the theory given in this section holds for symmetric
as well as for nonsymmetric matrices.
2

Consider the problem of solving the system (l.l) using the CC method,
wh ere the matrix A(n x n) is singular.
For the sake of clearness we include here the standard CC algorithm for
symmetric matri ces:
Initialize:
Choose x 0 , r0
do = - ATro.

= Ax 0 -

b, d 0

=-

r0 if the system is consistent , otherwise

Repeat until convergence:

Due to the singularity , two problems arise:
a) (consistency) The problem (1.1) may not be co nsistent, i.e. b ¢ R(A)
in which case there exists no solution of (1.1). It is well known that
R(A) = N(Ar)1-, thus (1.1) is consistent if and only if b E N(A'r)1- .
We consider here only consistent systems. 1 .
b) (nonuniqueness) If the problem is consistent then there exist infinitely
many solutions x = x + s wh ere Ax= b and s E N(A).
Assume that the initial vector x 0 has the form

where s 0 E N(A) and x0 E N(A).L = R(AT) .
Uecause of the construction of the vectors dk in the CC algorithm the
solution xk+ 1 can be written in the form xk+ 1 = x 0 + Qk(A)d 0 for some
matrix polynomial Qk(A) of degree k . Hence the compon ent of xk+ 1 in N(A)
is equal to s 0 + ')'ks(d 0 ) where ')'k = Qk(O) and s(d0 ) is the component of d 0
in N(A). If we let d 0 = - AT r 0 then d 0 E R(A 1 ') = N(A)-1, so s(d 0 ) = 0.
Hence all the generated vectors xk will have the same component s 0 in N(A)
1 When

10

b ¢ R(A) one can solve the system A Ax =

consistent.
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b, where b

= Arb, which is

as x 0 . The latter will hold also for the limit vector. The special case when
s 0 = 0, i.e. x 0 is orthogonal to N(A) implies that the vectors xk will also be
orthogonal to N(A).
When (1.1) is consistent and A is range-symmetric that is, R.(A) =
R.(A'I'), then b E R.(A) and we can let d 0 = - r0 , so d0 E R.(A) = R.(A) =
N(A).L. Hence s(d 0 ) = 0 also in this case.
It has been shown that for semidefinite symmetric matrices the convergence rate and the approximation properties of CG are completely determined by the nonzero (positive) part of the spectrum, thus the speed when
solving singular systems can be analyzed in the same way as for nonsingular
systems. Similarly the rate of convergence of CG depends only on the distinct
eigenvalues, i.e. the multiplicity doesn't matter as long as the cigenspacc is
complete. An exposition of the rate of convergence of the CG method can
be found in [l]. For an analysis of solving preconditioned singular systems
sec [8] and [9], and the references therein.
For more detailed investigations on complex singular systems and solving
linear fixed point problems applying semiiterativc methods, see [5] and the
references therein.

3. The Bordering method
Consider the solution of (1.1) where A is s.p.d. and nearly singular with )q
close to zero and >. 2 fairly well separated from >. 1 . Let v E Rn be a vector
such that Av =I 0, v·rv(l) =IO and llvll2 = l.
The system A is bordered with a row and a column to make the new system
singular. The augmented system A of order n + l has the form

-

A=

[

A

- QV TA

for some constant a > 0. Obviously,

- aAv ]
Q 2V

Ax= b,
= [; ]

and

b= [ -

a,~ 1,b ] .

(3.1)

'

A is singular for v =

Now we solve

where i:

1"A V

[ °'t l
(3.2)

Clearly, since A is nonsingular and

the system ( 1.1) is consistent for any right-hand side, the system (3.2) is
also consistent. Further, as A is singular, (3 .2) has infinitely many solutions.
Let

xa

= [ ;: ] be a solution of the augmented system (3.2). A direct
4

computation then shows that
X = x0

-

o.(0 v

is the solution of (1.1). Conversely, ifx is the solution of (1.1) then the vector
[

~]

is a solution of (3.2).

Some computational schemes based on the concept of bordering can be
found in [6]. There the bordering method is used to compute matrix inverses,
for example.
According to the analysis given in Section 2 the system (3.2) can be solved
using CG straightforwardly and the effective condition number of A, i.e., the
ratio of the extreme positive eigenvalues of A, can be used to estimate the
rate of convergence of the method.
Uy a proper choice of the vector v we can improve the condition number of A. To illustrate this, let v = v(ll_ Then it is easy to derive explicit formulas for the cigcnpairs of

A.

Obviously, the vector [ a~<IJ ] is

an eigenvector with eigcnv-<l.lue Ao = 0. There is a new eigenvalue, equal to
A1 (1 + a 2 v(llTv(ll), which replaces the smallest eigenvalue of A and has as
eigenvector [ - av::;!.v(ll ] . The remaining eigenvalues arc not perturbed
and their eigenvectors arc [

vi> ] for j = 2, 3, · · · n.
1

Thus, choosing the constant a so that A2 < ~1 := A1 (l+a 2 v(ll ·v(ll) < An
we get

cond ( A-)

An < ,An < ,An = cond ( A ).
=~
AJ

A2

A[

This is optimal in the sense that it gives the smallest possible condition
number of the augmented system for any vector used to augment the original
system with, as will be shown in Theorem 3.2. We note here that by cond(A)
the effective condition number of A is mcnt.
For the general case when there arc several nearly zero eigenvalues in the
spectrum of A one can border it with the corresponding number of columns
and rows. The eigenvalues arc then perturbed as stated in the next theorem.

5

Theorem 3.1. Let A be of order n x n and VP of order n x p where p < n.
Consider the augmented system
-

A=

[

A

- AV. ]

(3.3)

- vTA
v1·Av.
.
p
p
p

Th en

X,

arc equal to

b) If A is s.p.d., then to every eigenvalue>., of A there exists

X, such that

a)

A has p zero eigenvalues. The remaining eigenvalues
those of (1 + VPv;r)A.

x. ~ >.,.

c) If A is nonsingular and symmetric and VP= [a 1 v(l l, · · ·, apv(Plj, where
v', i = 1, 2, • • •, p arc normali zed eigenvectors of A, then the nonzero
eigenvalues of A equal
= (1 + an>..,i = 1,2,- ··,P and
>.,,

i

x.

= p+ 1, -. ·,11.

x. =

Proof: We have

so A is similar to

[

ln - VP ] [
o JP

1.. 1'

- vp

0 ] [ A O]
JP
o o

= [ Un + VP1_V/)A O ]
- vp A
o ·

The above shows part a); b) follows directly from a).
i = l , 2, · · ·, n then

If Av(•)

(1 + V. VT)Av(i) = ). (1 + V. v1')v(i) = { ( l + aD>.,v(i)' i = l , 2, ... ' p
n
PP
•"
PP
>.,v(•l, i=p+l,···,n
whe re we have used the orthonormality of the eigenvectors. This proves part

□

0-

For A s.p.d., Theorem 3.l shows that in order to increase the rate of
convergence as much as possible when solving the augmented system with
the CG method , one should let>.,, i = l , 2, · · ·, m be the smallest eigenvalues
and, for instance, a, be

J(-?, - l),

in which case all the smallest cigcnv-alucs
6

will be moved exactly to the maximum eigenvalue An. This transformation
is feasible in practice since the maximum eigenvalue can be easily estimated,
for example by computing the maximum norm of the matrix.
Theorem 3.2. Let A be of order n x n and VP of order n x p where p < ri. Let
A be augmented as in (3.3). Then the smallest effective condition number of
A, i.e. Amax((/+ v,;'Vp)A)/Amin(U + V,;'Vp)A) obtained by bordering with p
vectors is An/ Ap+t •

Proof: Let A = VA VT be the spectral decomposition of A with V an orthogonal matrix with the eigenvectors of A as columns and A = diag(Ai, A2 , · · · ,A,.)
a diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues of A.
Set VP = V Wp, then
10

VTAV + V VpV/AV
A+ VTVWpW;'VTAV
A+ WPW/A
A- !(A + AiWPW°rA{)A!
I
- 'J' p 1
A- •(A + wpwp )A,

(3.1)

where WP= A! WP is n x p. Since the column rank of WP is less or C'qual to
= (z,):'.a 1 E Rn, such that

p, there exists a vector z
- 1'

WP

z = 0,

z;

= 0, i = p + 2, · · · , n ; llzll = l.

Then, using the spectral equivalence relations from (3.1), we have

p+I

=

L A;z; :s; Ap+l·

i= l

For the final conclusion we simply combine the latter with the fact that from
Theorem 3.1 we already have
D

Note that from Theorem 3.1.a) it follows that we may alternatively use

1 + VPVPT as preconditioncr in a CG algorithm to solve Ax = b. This will
have the same convergence rate as CG on the augmented system but has
the advantage that we work with vectors of somewhat smaller dimensions.
7

On the other hand, performing CG with the matrix (1 + VPv;r)A is less efficient for parallelization compared to the use of an explicitly enlarged system,
constructed as shown in (3.3).
Remark 3.1. Note that this result is also optimal in case of a general
bordering, i.e., where A is not necessarily singular. In that case we have that
A is a principal submatrix of A so it is easily seen that A1 (A) :c; ). 1 (A) and
p(A) 2: p(A) so that cond(A) 2: cond(A). This shows that the only way
to improve the condition number of a matrix by bordering is by making it
exactly singular.
Remark 3.2. Even though the so-described bordering method is quite attractive from a theoretical point of view and it works quite well in case of
just one bordering vector v, there can be practical difficulties in choosing
more appropriate vectors to border A with. The most probable effect of using arbitrary vectors when augmenting the system, is that the spectrum of
the resulting system, and especially the maximum eigenvalue, will be shifted
to the right. Thus, the condition number of A might even become bigger
than that of A . This can be seen easily from Theorem 3.1 and the following
relations.
The Rayleigh quotients for any symmetric matrix 1J provide us with lower
and upper bounds for the eigenvalues of /J
xT JJx

min x ,iO

-.X1 X

x 'l ' /Jx

.

:c; >.,(JJ) :c; max x,"0

The extreme eigenvalues of the matrix (1
values of the ratio
x'l'(J

+ VPV/)x

Thus, we sc,-c that for any vector x

f-

+ VPV/)A arc equal to the extreme

x 'l 'x

=

x'l'A - 1x

-, - .
X1 X

+ IIVPxll 2

x'l'A - 1x

0

~ < x'l'x + IIVPxll
xTA- 1x x 2 'A- 1x ·
2

(3.5)

The inequality (3.5) will hold also for the minimum and for the maximum of
the quantities involved . The above shows, that if the extrcmum is taken for
a vector x E N(Vv), then the extreme eigenvalues of the augmented system
will not be perturbed .
At any rate, some knowledge of the eigenvectors of the original system
has to be used when choosing bordering vectors. An example where the
8

eigenvectors of a difference equation problem with constant coefficients arc
used for a problem with variable coefficients is included in Chapter 5.
4. Some a priori estimates of the rate of convergence of the Conjugate Gradient method

In [l] various theoretical estimates of the number of CG iterations needed to
get a sufficiently small relative error, i.e. less than some /j > 0, arc presented.
Herc we state two of them, based on the condition number and, in addition,
on some assumptions on the eigenvalue distribution.
Due to the CG algorithm the iteration error ek is related to the initial
error e 0 by some polynomial of degree k. The rate of convergence of the
iteration error llekllA½ is measured by the average convergence factor

(1 .1)
Because of the minimization properties of CG, instead of dealing with (1.1)
an estimate of the rate of convergence of a best polynomial approximation
problem on the spectrum of A can be considered.
Assume that the eigenvalues arc real, ordered >. 1 :S >. 2 :S · · · :S >.n and
contained in some interval [a, b]. Noting that any polynomial will give an
upper bound for the number of iterations, the main idea for deriving the
estimates is the following:
(1) replace the best approximation problem on the discrete set (given by
the eigenvalues) with the best approximation problem on a continuous
interval.
(2) choose a polynomial in a "clever" way, so that more i11formatio11 about
the spectrum can be used and treated separately within the analytical
expressions of the upper bound.
The first estimate found in [l] is computed from the relation

,..n

L-j= l

ai2>, i-

1

,

_/\_n_

Ei=l a]>.i k + l
where e 0

= Ei=l aivi and vi

tan ( __1r__ ) < /j
1(k + 1) - '

arc the exact eigenvectors.
9

(1.2)

The relation (4.2) shows a decay of the relative iteration errors as O(k- 2 ),

.

k --> oo, 1f 1/;

= >.,. E~=l
t·· oJAjl
oh J= I

J

..

.

.

.

1s not too big and U11s is seen to be the

J

behavior in practice <luring the initial iterations.
Furthermore, (4.2) holds if the number of iterations

and from this two important facts are easily seen:
- the strong dependence on fJ when fJ is small and on 1/; when 1/; is large,
- the independence of the so estimated k on the condition number.
The predicted relative error after k iterations using (4.2) is computed and
plotted for different cases and is represented by the "o"- curves in the forthcoming figures. It can be concluded that the estimate ( 4.2) can frequently
be useful in an initial phase of the iterations.
ln the second estimate found in [l] the required number of iterations k is
computed as minoEIO,n- lJ K.(q) for fixed fJ, where
(4 .3)
and

n

(J q

1- ff
= ----''-=).=·=.
l+ Vt
~•

L a;>-1

Oq

= i =:+i

L,a),i
2

"

j=I

llere, as in formula (4.2), a 1 arc the coefficients of the expansion of the initial
error vector with respect to the eigenvectors. This formula is derived so that
it gives the possibility to treat some of the smallest eigenvalues or, in fact, all
the eigenvalues as isolated . The number of eigenvalues considered as isolated
in the estimate is given by q. Analyzing formula (4.3) we sec that for a larger
number of k , i.e. iterating further to get an increasingly smaller relative error,
an increasing rate of convergence can take place. This is so because decreasing
fJ we can treat more and more eigenvalues as isolated by increasing the value
1
of p without increasing the value of the term In 0
1 ¥) /In a;; m

(0 n:=

10

(1.3) much, since aq increases. Similarly, the term q VfF
>:;+,. may decrease or,
at any rate, will increase insignificantly. In this way we, in fact, shorten the
effective interval [a, b] where a = >. 9+1, b = An and improve the effective rate
of convergence factor aq,
The corresponding values of k for various values of 8 arc plotted as "*" curves in the figures, illustrating the numerical tests.

5. Numerical tests
The behavior of CG for nearly singular systems and the advantages of augmenting the matrix in order to make it singular is illustrated by two model
problems. The first is the following 1-D problem:

- u" + c:u = f,

(5.1)

in the interval [0, l] with boundary conditions u'(0) = 0 and u'(l) = 0,
and c a small positive constant.
The continuous problem (5.1) is discretized using central differences and
stcpsizc h = n~I for some integer n. The corresponding discrete problem is
the system
(5.2)
Ax= b,
where

2 + c:h 2
- 1

l
A= h2

-2
2+c:h 2 - 1
- 2 2 + c: h 2

x = {x;}, b =

{J(ih)}, x;

=

ih, i = 0, l, .. ·, n - l.

The second test problem is the Poisson problem
- Llu = f

(5 .3)

on a unit square fl = [0, 1)2 with Dirichlet boundary conditions ujr= 0 where
r = an. This is discretized using standard piecewise linear finite elements
on an isosceles triangular mesh. (Hence it can not be characterized as nearly
singular).
Formulas for the cigensolutions of continuous and discrete case for both
test problems can be easily derived. For (5.1) the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions arc
>.k = c: + k21r2, v\x) = cos(hx), k = 0, l, · · ·
11

In the discrete case (5.2) the eigenvalues and eigenvectors are correspondingly

>.Z

= t:

+ ( 2h- 1 sin ( 2(nk=

l)))

2
, v~k)

= { cos(hx,)}.

Clearly, the minimal eigenvalue >.7 is equal to 2 e . The eigensolutions of
discrete problem (5.3) ( using central differences) are, respectively,
µk,I

= (k 2 + e2 )1r2,

w(k,l)(x,

y)

= sin(hx) sin(l7l'y),

k, e = l , 2, ...

and

An augmented system Ai= bis constructed for problem (5.1) (as shown
in (3.3)), where p vectors v <il = {cos(j7l'x,)},j = 0, 1, · · ·, p - 1; i = 1, 2, · · ·, n
arc used to augment the original matrix A. The columns of the matrix
V(n x p) arc aiv<il, j = 0, l, • • • ,P and ai are computed from the expression

For the solution of the problem (5.3) the matrix 1

+ V/VP

is used as a

preconditioning matrix to A. The p first vectors w ik,I) arc used as bordering
vectors.
The dependence of the number of iterations in CC on the number of
vectors used to augment the matrix is shown in Table l and Table 2. In both
cases a relative stopping criterion is used:

where r 0 and rk arc respectively the initial and the current computed residuals.
The value of e in all tests with problem (5.1) was taken to be 0.1. Table
l shows the number of CC iterations performed for two different starting
vectors. The left number corresponds to CC with starting vector [l, 1, · · ·, l]
2
1n all the calculation• the original matrix from problem (5 .1) is •ymmetrized by a
diagonal •imilarity transfom1ation and scaled by h 2 . The smalle•t eigenvalue is Eh 2 .

12

(which has the property that it is colincar with the first smallest eigenvector).
For the results on the right a random starting vector was used.
R emark 5.1. All the tests with the problem (5.1) arc done in MA'l'LAll
Version 4-0 environment. Fortran 77 and C codes arc used for the solution
of problem (5.3) .
Table I. Number of CC iterations for problem (5. !).
p

n
17
65
257
513

0
17
65
257
513

I
16 / 17
59 /64
129/210
257 / 269

12
41
129
257

2
/ 16
/ 58
/ 163
/267

3
11 / 12

34 / 44
120 /149
188 /202

4
8 / 11
31 /36
98 / 105
140 / 186

Table 2. Number of CC iterations for problem (5.3) .
p
n

49
225
961
3969
16129

0
18
33
59
102
161

1

16
27
46
79
113

2
16
26
46
79
113

3
14
24
38
65
106

4

13
22
37
64
106

Note, that there is no improvement after augmrnting the system in problem (5.3) (see Table 2) with two vectors. The sim;.lc explanation of this fact
is that the second and third smallest eigenvalues arc equal and we need to
augment with three vectors to eliminate both of them. Similarly, the fifth
and the sixth eigenvalues are equal and, in addition, quite close to the fourth,
so effectively eliminating the influence of these would require six bordering
vectors. Thus, the method becomes more costly for 2-D and 3- D problems.
We discuss now in some more details the question how many vectors it
is worthwhile to use when augmenting the original system, having in mind
that at the same time the work per CG iteration increases.
Each CG iteration includes three inner products , three vector updates and
one matrix-vector multiplication. On serial machines the inner products and
the vector updates arc of order n (the order of the system) and the matrixvector multiplication is of the order of the number of nonzero clements of
the matrix - n,, which is approximately 3n for problem (5.2) and Sn for
the discrete problem (5.3). Thus, the total work during CG for the original
system will be
Wo = (n, + 6n)lo,
13

where 10 stands for the number of iterations performed in this case. If p
vectors are used to augment the system with, then this will increase the
work per iteration to 6(n + p) + n, + 2np - p2 . Suppose, 11 is the number
of CG iterations, performed with the augmented system. The ratio between
the total work during CG for the augmented and original system,
2

W= W1 = (n,+6n+(2n+l)p - p )1 1
(5.4)
Wo
n, + 6n
lo
can be used as a criterion for the expedience of augmenting. In the limit case
when p-> n, V/VP approaches A- 1 and the CG should converge in one itc-ration. Hence even though the work per iteration for the augmented system
becomes O(n 2 ), W might still be less than one. This holds approximately
if 10 >
Tables 3 and 1 show the v-d.lucs of W, based on the results,
presented in Table 1 and 2.

in-

Table 3.
(5.1).

The value of W for problem

The value of W for problem

Table 4.
(5.3).

p
n
17
65
257
513

I
1.15
1.10
0.61
0.61

2
1.01
0.91
0.72
0.72

p

3
1.05
0.87
0.78
0.61

n
49
225
961
3969
16129

4
0.85
0.89
0.71
0.51

2
1.21
1.07
1.06
1.05
1.07

I

1.05
0.97
0.92
0.91
0.87

3
1.36
1.12
0.99
0.98
1.28

4
1.24
1.14
1.08
1.08
1.35

The above results indicate that when we border the matrix with full
vectors, the best value for p is 1.
A second group of tests is performed, based only on problem (5.1), intended to investigate the relative error during the CG iterations as well as the
factors which might influence it. For this reason a solution function u(x) for
the original problem is considered, in this case the function u(x) = x 3 ( l - x )2.
The corresponding solution of the discrete problem (5.2), denoted by x, is
computed as x = {u(x,)}, i = 0, 1, • • •, n - l. A solution of the augmented
system is the vector

The right-hand side for (5.2) is computed as b

[_;,rb ].

Obviously,

b E N(A).L = { [
14

~= ]}

.l'

=

Ax,

b is

the vector

i.e. the augmented system

Figure l: Augmenting the system (5.2) with 0,1 ,2,3,4 vectors
100 . - - - ~ - ~ - - - ~ - ~ - - - - - - ,
10·2

gIO"°
"

-~ 10-8

;

~IOI
10·1
10·1

10·1

Random staning vec1or
A(65,65), e~O. I

llcration number

is consistent.
The CG starting vector i 0 for the augmented system is chosen to be
orthogonal to the columns of f [ V/' I,, ]}.l and its first n components arc
used as a CG starting vector for the unaugmcntcd system. This is <lone to
assure similar conditions for the CG method for both systems to make the
results comparable.
Figures 1 to 5 illustrate the behavior of the relative error at the kth
iteration in the CG method, measured as

where ri = Axi - b denote the corresponding residuals and ei arc the errors
i - xi.
The case when the original system is bordered with vectors that arc approximated eigenvectors is tested on the following problem, analogous to
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Figure 2: Upper bounds for the number of iterations
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Figure 3: Augmenting the system (5.2) with 0,1,2,3,1 vectors
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Figure 1: Changes in the slope of the error curve
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Figure 5: Upper bounds for the number of iterations
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Figure 6: Augmenting the variable coefficient system (5.5) with Oto 1 vectors
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(5.1) but with variable coefficients:

d ( du)

-a(x)- +rn
dx
dx

=J

(5.5)

in the intcrvaJ [O, l] with the same boundary conditions u'(O) = 0 and
u'(l) = 0, and a(x) continuous and differentiable on [O, l]. In the test we
let a(x) = 1 + c x 2 , with c = 50. The matrix in the corresponding discrete
problem is augmented with the vectors vUl = {cos(jnx,)}, the same as for
(5.1). The resulting plot of the relative error is found in Figure 6.
Some observations:
(1) Figures 1,3 and 6 illustrate the increasing rate of convergence of the

iterative error with the number of bordering vectors used.
(2) It can be seen from the plotted "o" curves, (Figures 2 and 5) that the
upper bound, computed from formula (1.2) gives quite a good idea of
18

the shape of the error curves in the initial phase. It is also very accurate when the smallest eigenvalues do not play a role in the estimates
(Figure 5). It turns out, however, that the accuracy of the estimate
is worse if there arc very small eigenvalues involved in the calculations
as is the case for the unaugmcnted systems. This can be explained by
the influence of the big factor -rp in such cases. For more details and
illustrations of the above, sec [3] .
(3) On Figures 3 and 6, for instance, one notices an evident change of the
slope of the error curves. It was empirically found that the points of
the change of the slope indicate certain coincidences in the spectrum
of the matrix A on which CC performs and the spectrum of the concomitant tridiagonal matrix 'lk, which can be constructed using the CC
parameters
and /3. (sec [7] , for instance) , namely

r.

_ /!Ji

l.
Tll

_ _!_

l.

TO

Tt

TO

+

f!9.

_ /!1.

TO

Tl

_!_

+ /3,-3

'Tk-1

TJr-3

_ _ !_
'TJc--2

_ /J,_,
_I_ + /J,_,
'Tk-1

'TA:-1

T,t-l

A test was run to check how many eigenvalues of 11 arc good approximations of eigenvalues of A at the kth iteration . The vertical lines in
Figure 4 mark some iterations (in this case 22, 31, 33, 34, 36) when
considerable number of new eigenvalues of A ( 4, 6, 6, 3, 5, respectively)
arc found in the spectrum of the current tridiagonal matrices ('1 22 , '1 31,
T33 , 1 34 , 1 36 ). Thus, whenever the error curve changes significantly its
slope at some iteration k, a certain number of eigenvalues of A appears
in the spectrum of T. for the first time. (Clearly in exact arithmetic '1~
and A have identical spectra.) See also [10] for a thorough explanation
of such phenomena.
(4) Figures 7, 8 and 9 illustrate graphically the behavior of CC for a nearly
singular 17 x 17 system (with a smallest eigenvalue 3.9062510- 4 ), obtained from (5.1), and the effect of augmenting the system (in this
case only with one vector) on the components of the iterative solution x(•) during the CC iterations. The exact solution in this case is
u(x) = sin(1rx) . A random starting vector is used for these tests.
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Figure 7: Relative error curves for the original and augmented (with one
vector) system (5.2)
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The corresponding error curves of the solution of the original and the
augmented system can be seen in Figure 7. Figure 8 shows the development of the iterative process with respect to the solution. Even though
the shape of it is determined already at about the 10th iteration, the
solution is found at the very last iteration when the termination effect
of CG takes place. In contrast to the above, quite good approximation
of the augmented system (Figure 9) is computed at about the same
iteration (the 10th) and it doesn't change significantly till the end but
it remains shifted,in this case with a constant, corresponding to th e
component of the exact solution, which is in N(A).
Similar results as above arc achieved when using eigenvectors computed
for a coarse mesh matrix and interpolated linearly in the fine mesh points.
Figure 10 shows the relative iteration errors for the problem (5.1) for fine
meshsize parameter h = 1/256, using the first and all nine interpolated
eigenvectors for the corresponding coarse mesh with meshsize parameter JJ =
1/8. Similarly, Figure 11 shows the relative errors for the problem (5.3) with
h = 1/20 and H = 1/5 using none, one and ten of the smallest eigenvectors
20

Figure 8: Iterative solution during CC, un-augmented system (5.2)
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Figure 9: Iterative solution during CC, augmented system (5.2)
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Figure 10: Relative error curves for problem (5.1) augmented with interpolated coarse level eigenvectors
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Figure 11 : Relalitive error curves for problem (5.3) augmented with interpolated coarse level eigenvectors
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of the coarsest mesh matrix, interpolated to the fine mesh.
As can be seen, there is a substantial increase of the rate of convergence.
Unfortunately, the technique to use bordering is impractical for strongly
anisotropic problems, because of the large number of small eigenvectors. This
difficulty is further illustrated in the next section.

6. Bordering in a F.E. setting
In this section we consider the use of bordering as a preconditioning technique
for Finite Element stiffness matrices. We will describe the method for a model
problem on the unit square.
L,U
{

n = (0, l]2
r = an

=I

on
on

u=g

where C, is a sclfadjoint elliptic operator. We use a family rk of uniform
triangulations with mcshwidths hk = l/2k consisting of isosceles rightanglcd
triangles. With each mesh we associate in the usual way the piecewise linear
basis functions ¢ii, l = 1, ... , Nk = (2k - 1) 2 to form the finite dimensional
subspaces M. = Span {<PD of
t:, induces a symmetric bilinear form
1
a(-,-) on 11 (!1) which is bounded and coercive. Then the Galcrkin Finite
Element formulation leads to the problem of finding a
E M. such that

n\n).

u.

(6.1)

u.

and setting
= E ut<Pl this leads to a symmetric positive definite system
of linear equations to be solved:
Akuk

= / •.

Now we generate a bordering of A. by adding the basis functions of M. _,
to the collection of test-functions so we set
= EuL,<PL, + Eul<Pl and
generate the matrix from

u.

a(uk,<P)

= (/,¢)

This gives rise to the following system of equations

(6.2)
where A.- 1 is the F .E . stiffness matrix corresponding to M. _,, and X is
a matrix with entries X;J = a(
¢>;,). It is of course well known that a

¢,L,,
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coarse level basis function </Ji_1 can be expressed as a linear combination of
the fine level basis function, that is
,,J

'+'k- 1

= '+'k
,1,i + !,1,i±l + ,1,i±n + ,1,i±(n+l)
2 'l'k
'l'k
'l'k

where i is the fine level node number corresponding to coarse level node j and
n is the number of fine level nodes in one direction (n = 2k - 1). Substituting
this expression in X,,j leads to X = Ak1t_ 1 where 1t_ 1 : Mk - 1 ...... Mk is
the standard linear prolongation operator well known from multigrid theory.
We can thus rewrite the matrix in (6.2) as

A
k ,k- l

=

[ Ak-1
AkTL1

(TLfAk]
Ak

and we see that Ak,k- t is a bordering of Ak with Nk - 1 rows and columns.
Since Mk - I C Mk it is clear that Ak,k- l is singular but it is a symmetric
positive semidefinite matrix.
Now we proceed with adding the next coarser grid basis functions to the
collection of test-functions resulting in the matrix

where 7t_ 2 : Mk _2 ...... Mk is the linear prolongation operator from Mk_2
to Mk. In this way we can continue until we reach the coarsest grid r 0
consisting of one internal node. We end up with a matrix Ak,I of dimension
I:j=1 (2i - I ) 2 ~ !Nk whereas the rank of Ak,I is just the rank of Ak, i.e. Nk,
so that Ak,t is a highly singular matrix.
The matrix Ak,t is positive semidefinite so by the discussion in Section 2
we may apply the Conjugate Gradient method. This is done for the following
simple model problem
- ~u = f on [O, 1)2
(6.3)
u=0
on I'.
To get a reduction in norm of the initial residual by a factor 10- 5 we find
then the following number of iterations
{

Table 5. The number of CG iterations for problem (6.3).
k
Nt
#it

2
9
6

3
49
12

4
225
15

5
961
16
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6
3969
18

7
16129
18

8
65025
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We find a more or less linear growth with respect to the number of levels.
Ucfore we give an explanation for these remarkable results we take a closer
look at the matrix Ak,l ·
Hy the linearity of the basis fun ctions it follows that
Ak-1

=

1

(TL ) AkTL

an d also that
so that we can write

A k [ 'f'k
'I

Tk
2

· ··

'j 'k
k-

1

I

l
(6.4)

Hence, we sec that Ak,i is a bordering of Ak of the form described in Section
3. From (6.4) we sec that we can, furthermore, compute a matrix-vector
multiply z = Ak ,t X in the following form:
Given [ X1 X2 . . . Xk ] with X; E IRN'
DelctcS pan:

YI = X1

. _ ,i .
.
Yi - 1 j- 1Yi- 1 +xi ,

Multiply with Ak : Zk
AddSpan :

Zj - l

.

J

= 2 , 3, ... , k

= AkYk

= (Tj_1 ) 1Zj,

j

= k , k - I , .. . , 2.

Note that the prolongation operators 'lj_1 are very sparse matrices so that
this leads to a very efficient computation which can furth ermore be done in
parallel to a large extent. Explicitly forming Ak,l has the big disa<lv-a.ntagc
that although each '1/_1 is sparse their products become more and more
dense.
According to the discussion in Section 3 we may alternatively use I+ Vk V;
as a multiplicative preconditioncr for Ak and the convergence rate will be the
same as for Ak,I · Note that multiplying with the matrix I+ VkV; can be
computed by an AddSpan followed by a DclctcSpan as defined above.
The success of the method can be explained by the well known fact that
the space spanned by the coarse level basis functions is close to the space
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Figure 12: Spectrum of A4,
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spanned by the smooth eigenvectors of Ak (i.e., the eigenvectors corresponding to the small eigenvalues of Ak)- To illustrate the effect of adding the
successive coarse level basis functions we have included the spectra of the
matrices A 4 ,1 for the model problem, sec Figure 12.
A closer look at the actual algorithm reveals that I + Vk Vf is identical to
the choice made by Bramble, Pasciak & Xu in the implementation of their
Parallel Multilevel Preconditioner ([4.]). Using their formalism, let Q1 be the
L2 projection on M 1, i.e., given u E Mk, Q1u is defined by

(Q 1u,v) = (u,v)

for all v E M 1

which implies that to compute the action of Q1 we have to solve a system
with the F.E. mass matrix. They introduce the following operator
k

Bu=

1

L -;:(Q1 j= I

J
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Q1_1)u

where >.1 is the spectral radius of A1 with respect to the L2 norm . They
consider this operator as a multiplicative precouditioner for Ak . Since this
operator requires solutions with a series of mass matrices, which is not very
attractive, they make a number of approximations to this B resulting in an
operator B : Mk t---> Mk defined by
k

Bu=

L }:"Ju,</>~) <P~-

j; I

l

If we translate this into matrix terms the action of lJ is precisely the same
as multiplying with the matrix 1 + Vkv:, where Vk is defined in (6.1). This
means that the UPX prcconditioncr can alternatively be derived by bordering
the F.E. stiffness matrix with all coarser level basis functions. Interestingly,
by using this bordering technique everything is scaled in the right way automatically whereas in the derivation of the BPX preconditioner the proper
scalings have to be chosen (using, for instance, the factors 1/>.i) - They show
that under certain conditions

with a = l for a Poisson problem.
The use of the collection of basis functions on all coarser grids raises the
natural question whether there is a connection with the hierarchical basis
preconditioner of Yserentant - [11]. (Hierarchical basis function matrices
were earlier presented in [2] .) ln [12], Yserentant shows that there is indeed
a connection, denoting the hierarchical basis preco nditioner by Cu, he shows
that
(JJu,u) ~ (Cuu,u)
for all u E Mk
(6.5)
which implies

>.,( B)

~

>.,(Cu)

for all i.

The hierarchical basis is formed by starting with the coarsest level basis
fun ction (in our example just <t>i) and adding from each finer level only those
basis functions corresponding to nodes not yet present in a coarser grid . In
that way we get a basis for Mk and the matrix lh with respect to this basis
can also be written as /h = J!AkJk where Jk is the transformation matrix
from the hierarchical basis to the standard basis. Then Cu = JkJkSince the hierarchical basis is just another subset of the collection of the
basis functions 011 all levels it is clear that there exists a permutation matrix
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such that Ak,l can be transformed into [i\ 1]1 lh[\1k 1]. But this means that
(J + vk VDAk is spectrally equivalent to (J + vk vn11k which implies that
for all i

vk v~

since 1 +
is symmetric positive definite with all eigenvalm,'S larger or
equal to l.
We want to conclude this section with an example to show that although
the BPX preconditioner, or the corresponding bordering method preconditioner, has a lot of interesting properties it is in its present form not well
suited for anisotropic problems. Consider the following model problem
lUyy

- Un {

=f

u=0

OIi

on

[0, 1]2

r

(6 .6)

The number of iterations with a Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient method
with the BPX preconditioner for Ak or equivalently a Conjugate Gradient
method for Ak,l arc presented in the tables 6 and 7 for£= 0.1 and£= 0.001,
respectively. The stopping criterion is again a reduction of the norm of the
residual by a factor 10- s.
Table 6. Number of iterations for problem (6.6) with<= 0.1

I ~t I ~ I 21 I 2~ I :1 I 3413 5 I :61
3

6

7

Table .7 Number of iterations for problem (6.6) with < = 0.001

I :it I ~ I :214~ I :611~6 I 1~6 I 1:41
It can be seen that for small £ the number of iterations behaves essentially
as the normal Conjugate Gradient method on the matrix Ak, This is easily
explained in terms of Ak,l · From Section 3 we have that the best possible result from bordering with p independent vectors is that the effective condition
number is at least p(Ak)/ >.p-+ 1 (Ak)- In this case the rank of Vk is Nk/4 so that
the effective condition is bounded from below by approximately 4/0.58. But
in reality it is much worse than that. Let D = tridiag[- 1, 2, - 1] be an x n matrix (n the number of nodes in one direction, n = 2k - 1) and let Dv1 = >.1v1
with >. 1 the smallest eigenvalue of D. Let w = (1, - 1, 1, - 1, .. .) E IRn and let
z = w ® v 1 (the Hadamard product of wand v1 ) . One can easily check that
Viz = 0 which implies that (0, 0, . .. , 0, z')' 1- Ker(Ak,i) so that for >. 1(Ak ,1 ),
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the smallest nonzero eigenvalue of Ak,I, it holds

, (A

AJ

k I

·

)_
-

.
mm

z.1Ker(A.,il

(Ak,1x,x) < (Akz,z)
--(x,x) - (z,z)

~,"I + 4(
~

from which we conclude that the effective condition number of Ak,I is O(h- 2 )
for c small, which is the same as for the original matrix Ak.
7. Conclusions

The bordering technique can be efficient when constructing preconditioncrs
for the conjugate gradient method. It has been shown that some nearly
singular systems can be solved efficiently by bordering them to make them
exactly singular and subsequently using the conjugate gradient method as
a solver. It has also been shown that the bordering method works as a
pn..>conditioning method. In general it is important to use some properly
chosen vectors to border the system with if we aim at decreasing the condition
number of the acting matrix as well.
An application of the bordering method using hierarchical basis function
finite element matrices reveals that in this way one can derive a version of
the BPX preconditioner which is automatically correctly scaled.
When solving strongly anisotropic problems, the bordering techniques arc
not efficient because of the large number of small eigenvalues.
Acknowledgement: A discussion with Prof. Ch. Zenger lead to the idea of
bordering with coarse level basis functions.
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